SKILL FOCUS: Scene Size-Up in Public Restroom

DISCIPLINE: EMT-Paramedic

EMT-PARAMEDIC | LEVEL: 1

SIMULATION
LEVEL: 1

OB
Estimated Time: 10 minutes • Debriefing Time: 10 minutes

Scan to Begin

Patient Name: Olivia Brooks

SCENARIO OVERVIEW
Olivia Brooks is a 22-year-old, pregnant female who was found in the restroom of a local college
after bystanders heard her yelling for help.
Level 1 requires a “Scene Size-Up” based on the National Registry of Emergency Technicians
Psychomotor Exam.
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES
1. Gather information related to dispatch
2. Verbalize appropriate body substance isolation precautions
3. Determine if the scene/situation is safe
4. Determine the mechanism of injury/nature of illness
5. Determine the number of patients
6. Request additional help if necessary
7. Consider stabilization of spine

CURRICULUM MAPPING
WTCS EMT-P PROGRAM OUTCOMES
•

Prepare for incident response and EMS operations

•

Integrate pathophysiological principles and assessment findings to provide
appropriate patient care.

•

Communicate effectively with others

•

Demonstrate professional behavior

•

Meet state and national competencies listed for EMT- paramedic certification(s)
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SIMULATION LEARNING ENVIRONMENT & SET-UP
PATIENT PROFILE
Name: Olivia Brooks

Gender: Female

DOB: 01/29/XX

Height: 162.5 cm (5 ft 5 in)

Age: 22

Weight: 70.9 kg (156 lbs)

EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES/SETTINGS
Patient
•

Street clothes with belly to simulate 32 weeks pregnant

•

Bathroom is littered with papers and books, garbage is tipped over, and it looks
there was a scuffle

Monitor Settings
•

None

QR CODES
DISPATCH
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TEACHING PLAN
PREBRIEF
The facilitator should lead this portion of the simulation. The following steps will guide you
through Prebrief.
•

Scan the QR code: “Scan to Begin” while students are in Prebrief

•

“Meet Your Patient” (on iPad) and explain how the iPad works in the simulated
learning environment including:
o

•

Facilitator note: This scenario has been designed to flow without scanning
additional QR codes for convenience in the classroom. For added
flexibility, you may elect to use the QR codes provided above to design
your own scenario flow.

Discuss the simulation “Learning Objective(s)” (on iPad) as well as any other
Prebrief materials
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STATE 1

RECEIVE DISPATCH
•

Play “Dispatch” (on iPad): “ARISE EMS: You’re dispatched for a 22-year-old
female patient. She is in a bathroom at ARISE University after an apparent
domestic abuse incident. Assailant has apparently fled the scene. Caller stated
she was pregnant, but didn’t know how far along and there may be evidence of
vaginal bleeding.”

•

View the “En Route to the scene” message

•

Preview the National Registry of EMT Psychomotor Examination form for
Medical Assessment

•

Possible Facilitator Question
o
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STATE 2

SURVEY THE SCENE
•

Overview
o

•

•

•

A video of the patient in a public restroom of a local college displays
concerns and cues related to an altercation as well as the state of her
health and pregnancy.

Expected Student Behaviors
o

Play “Scene Size-Up” (on iPad)

o

Answer the following questions displayed on the iPad:


Verbalize if body substance isolation precautions are needed.



Is the scene safe?



What is the nature of the patient’s illness?



What is the number of patients?



Is additional assistance needed?



Is spinal stabilization needed?

Suggested Facilitator Questions
o

Assist students in thinking through questions displayed

o

“What are your immediate concerns about the safety of the scene?”

Tabbed iPad Content

EMERGENCY HOME SCREEN
This is the home screen. In the top left corner is the “menu” icon where the tabs described below
can be accessed.
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MEDICAL ASSESSMENT FORM
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SCENE SURVEY
Tap here to replay the video of the scene.

SCANNER
Use this to scan optional QR Codes.

EXIT
Students may exit the scenario after viewing the videos and the question plaques.
If ALL of the objectives of the program have been met, the iPad reads, “All scenario objectives
have been completed. Would you like to exit the scenario?”
•

If “No” is selected, the iPad will return to the tabbed content.

•

If “Yes” is selected, the iPad will let the student(s) exit and prompt them to
complete an embedded 3-5 minute survey.
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DEBRIEF
Nothing needed from the iPad.

QUESTIONS
1. How did you feel this scenario went?
2. Review understanding of scenario learning objectives.
a. Was the scene safe? Explain.
b. What actions are required when an altercation is suspected?
c. What body isolation precautions were appropriate?
d. What is the nature of the patient’s condition?
e. Did you require additional EMS assistance? Why or why not?
f.

If you could “do over,” would you do anything differently?

3. Summary/Take Away Points:
a. “Today you analyzed the scene for a 22-year-old pregnant female found in a
public restroom of a local college after an apparent altercation. What is one thing
you learned from participating in this scenario that you will take with you into
your EMS practice?” (Each student must share something different from what the
others’ share.)

NOTE: Debriefing technique is based on INASCL Standards for Debriefing
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SURVEY
Print this page and provide to students.
Students, please complete a brief (2-3 minute) survey regarding your experience with this
ARISE simulation. There are two options:
1. Use QR Code: Survey
a. Note: You will need to download a QR Code reader/scanner onto your own device
(smartphone or tablet). There are multiple free scanner apps available for both
Android and Apple devices from the app store.
b. This QR Code will not work in the ARIS app.
SURVEY

2. Copy and paste the following survey link into your browser.
a. https://ircvtc.co1.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_6Mwfv98ShBfRnBX
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This work by the Wisconsin Technical College System TAACCCT IV Consortium is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International
license.
Third party marks and brands are the property of their respective holders. Please respect the copyright and terms of use on any webpage links that
may be included in this document.
This workforce product was funded by a grant awarded by the U.S. Department of Labor’s Employment and Training Administration. The product was
created by the grantee and does not necessarily reflect the official position of the U.S. Department of Labor. The U.S. Department of Labor makes no
guarantees, warranties, or assurances of any kind, express or implied, with respect to such information, including any information on linked sites and
including, but not limited to, accuracy of the information or its completeness, timeliness, usefulness, adequacy, continued availability, or ownership.
This is an equal opportunity program. Assistive technologies are available upon request and include Voice/TTY (771 or 800-947-6644).
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